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Presence Through Absence:
Thresholds and Mimesis in Painting
A Close Reading
of a Flemish Painting of Saint Anthony
AN AGED AND VENERABLE MAN in a black habit is sitting in the
country with a book in his hands (ﬁg. 1).1 Slightly confused about whom this
might be, but intrigued by the idyll, the viewer leans in to take a closer look at
the label on the wall of the museum in Brussels where the painting hangs
(ﬁg. 2). Next to this exquisite painting he reads its attribution to the southern
Flemish school of the ﬁrst quarter of the sixteenth century, and its subject: “La
tentation de saint Antoine” and on the line below that, “De bekoring van de
heilige Antonius.” Still unsure whether the French “temptation” is in fact the
same as the Flemish “enchantment,” the modern viewer returns his gaze to the
painting. Analogies to other paintings that clearly depict Saint Anthony sweep
away his initial doubt about whom the painting shows—it is Saint Anthony
(and not another prophet or saint, for example, Job).2
In the foreground, Anthony sits atop a small hill in a kind of garden with
a variety of plants. Placed next to him are a shiny jar and a plate, probably
both made of brass. Behind him a bright hillside undulates with lighter
colored grass; at the bottom of the hill lies a body of water, possibly a pond
or small creek. The bridge on the right side of the panel leads through a roofed
gate; a herald is stepping through it. Through the opening of the gate and
above the ﬂowering hedge on either side of it we see an enclosed strip of lawn.
Two trees, browsing animals, and the front side of a house at the edge of the
forest all enclose the area against the darker background. An old picket fence
leads the beholder to assume that a kitchen garden is located to the right side
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figure 1. Anonymous, St. Anthony, ca. 1525, 29 × 18 cm. © Royal Museums of Fine
Arts of Belgium, Brussels. Photo: J. Geleyns/Ro Scan.
of the house. In the shadowed semidarkness to the left of the house a path
leads into the forest.
What we see at ﬁrst glance—this peaceful landscape and the silence of
the reading or meditating hermit—appears on further inspection rather
uncanny. In the foreground, in what looks like an open fold in the ground,
we can identify three dark ﬁgures. Two of them are men in black who have
just entered or are about to exit the crevice on a ladder (ﬁg. 3). The third
person is stretching out his or her arm, probably the right one, and is holding
something, maybe a pipe, in the other hand. Whether this person is a woman
or a man, and whether the object is a pipe or a ﬂute, remains undetermined
even after closer observation with a magnifying glass. In fact, we ﬁnd our-
selves stuck almost at the surface of the picture. Our second, more searching
gaze allows us to approach the panel in more detail, yet it reveals the limits of
perception even in looking closely. Gazing at length, we seem to discern
a billow of smoke. In the pond there is even more oddness lurking (ﬁg. 4).
To the left of Anthony, a man in a boat, dressed and hooded in white, with
a dip net and a jug next to him in the boat, is drifting toward a huge barbed
ﬁsh to Anthony’s right. The ﬁsh has two arms and strange, seemingly useless
extremities at the upper edges of its hindquarters. This spiny swimming
animal looks friendly, but the bearded man hiding below the bridge looks
a little sneaky. Then, behind the hedge, a threatening-looking company is
being led by a kind of toad with six extremities riding a brown dog-like
figure 2. Taking a closer look at the
Brussels St. Anthony.
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creature. This platoon of creatures seems to be following the herald. To the
right of the gate, behind the hedge, we discover the barren branches of
a dead weeping willow. On a bench next to the open door of the house sits
another person (ﬁg. 5). The house seems to be burning; sparks are ﬂying out
of its chimney and a dark gray devil on the roof seems to have contributed to
this mischief. The tree to the left of the house, despite being full of sap, is
glowing internally with a blazing ﬁre.
Slowly, our now seriously puzzled gaze slides toward the forest, past the
two browsing roes. In the forest we, or rather our fantasy or imaginatio, which
has now been ignited, is discovering further ﬁends or monsters. To corrob-
orate my own perception of these details, I sent a friend to look at the
painting himself, and this is what he reports having seen:
A big reddish animal with a tail and two long back legs, like a heraldic lion, standing
a little bent, his head disappearing behind a tree trunk. There may possibly be a long
paw projecting out from the other side of the trunk. Behind this creature, at the far-
off edge of the forest, I have a sense that there is a shimmering human ﬁgure or
guardian angel, maybe even two.3
My description has now changed from one of a harmless landscape idyll into
the realm of fantasy. Looking very closely, I have pointed out details of the
panel that are barely discernible. The close reading by “me” as a modern
viewer unfolds the layers of the painting while addressing the thresholds in it.
To show how these layers and thresholds interact, in this essay I discuss how
modes of representation were changing (and in some cases ending) at the
time of the Brussels painting and how medieval spiritual traditions also per-
sisted into later epochs, in “the era of art,” as Hans Belting has called it in the
subtitle of his inﬂuential study Likeness and Presence.4
In a trenchant review of Belting’s book, Jeffrey Hamburger put the medi-
eval/modern opposition in a nutshell: “Religious convictions,” he wrote, “are
hardly incompatible with—dare one use the word?—the aesthetic cunning of
much medieval art, witness its renewed appreciation in the modernity from
which Belting too stringently divorces it.”5 The German double meaning of
Bild (images and pictures) has been lost in the translation of Belting’s sub-
title: Likeness and Presence: A History of the Image Before the Era of Art (Bild und
Kult. Eine Geschichte des Bildes vor dem Zeitalter der Kunst).6 The subtitle has also
led many scholars to make arguments based on the opposition between
works of art and cult images, assuming that their differences can be described
only as ruptures with traditions—as major changes or shifts. More recently,
important studies have begun to resolve the rigidity of these oppositions.7
Despite Belting’s subtitle’s claim of a rupture, of a signiﬁcant change
resulting in the beginning of the era of art, there is an essential continuity
in the fact that images have always consisted and will continue to consist of
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figure 3. Three ﬁgures with
ladder, St. Anthony, Brussels
(detail).
figure 5. Background,
St. Anthony, Brussels (detail).
figure 4.
Pond and
middleground,
St. Anthony,
Brussels (detail).
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multiple layers of representation: images are everywhere; pictures make up
images.8 As a consequence of this intrinsic mutual relationship, a picture
always refers to multiple images. These images often serve as the basis for
the act of interpretation; that is, one reads the images to which a picture
refers in the process of understanding its imbricated layers of meaning. By
doing so, one understands how the picture itself operates on multiple levels
of meaning. Analysis of these images, following the references in the picture
itself, provides us with important insights into a visual culture foreign to our
own and reveals as well the assumptions of how perception today differs from
the perceptual assumptions contemporaneous with the Brussels painting.
Historians of visual culture working with concrete pictures and objects face
the challenge that many of the images evoked by a particular object have
been lost, were idiosyncratic in the ﬁrst place, or can only be reconstructed
on the basis of presumptions about iconographic and cultural traditions and
analogies drawn from the wider historical and cultural context. Yet for the
modern viewer, the image’s different layers of representation provide a rich
ground for speculation about the visual and aesthetic experience of the
painting. The ambivalence noted between our ﬁrst and second impressions
of it will serve as a point of departure.
So, to resolve the confusion caused by the discrepancy between these ﬁrst
and second impressions of the Brussels painting, let us ﬁrst look at Athana-
sius’s vita Antonii and ask what these details have to do with the actual story of
the hermit. To understand what might have been the historical viewer’s or
the painter’s knowledge of Saint Anthony, we need to understand “which”
Saint Anthony and which aspects of his life, personality, and experiences are
referred to in the painting. To do this we’ll take a look into the Legenda Aurea,
which provides a different account of the saint’s life.
Narrative: Reading Anthony’s Life
and Rereading the Picture
Anthony was born to wealthy parents in Upper Egypt in the fourth
century. At the age of twenty, he sold all his goods and chattels and moved to
the desert to live as a hermit. During the twenty years that he lived there in
seclusion, he was visited by demons. They tempted him with their devilish or
magical forces, trying to awaken his physical lust and leading him to believe
in illusions of strange beasts and women, gluttonies, physical tortures, and
the like.
Some of the changes that occurred between Athanasius’s early Christian
version of the life of Anthony and the medieval versions of the legend,
collected by Jacobus de Voragine in The Golden Legend, are important for
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a reading of this late-medieval Flemish painting. In fact, both versions, the early
Christian vita Antonii and the medieval De Sancto Antonio, are relevant to the
possible readings enclosed in the painting. The two versions of the legend
offer two different “images” that can be seen to contribute to the Flemish
picture. In The Golden Legend, some of the episodes describing the natures of
the various temptations are followed by, or rather conclude with, a dialogue
between Anthony and “the vision.” These dialogues question some of the
events that have been recounted and, in so doing, introduce a new level of
representation and a split in the narration; the perspective of the reader
changes from that of a bystander to that of a participant in a conversation
about what has just happened. In one episode, Anthony in his chamber experi-
ences earthquakes, demons, and pains. When God has ﬁnished the apparition
with light appearing through the roof, The Golden Legend continues, “And he
asked the vision: ‘Where were you?Why did you not appear at the beginning to
stop my pains?’ And a voice came to him: ‘Anthony, I was right here, but I
waited to see you in action.’” Here, in the narrative of the legend as in the
picture of the vision, a split is opened between the real and imaginary worlds;
the reader, like Anthony, learns that there is more to the vision than he
perceived, and what he perceived was the devil’s temptations. He cannot trust
his eyes; God is present through his absence.
This episode is followed by another temptation, also mentioned in The
Golden Legend: the temptation in which the devil appears to Anthony in the
shape of gold and silver vessels.9 In The Golden Legend, the reader’s perspec-
tive comes very close to Anthony’s, so close that it is as though the reader
were a bystander, overhearing a conversation that begins as a discussion
between Anthony and the vision and ends in one between the saint and God.
While Anthony is still a prisoner of his visions, of his imagination (dum in
spiritu raptus esset), he begs the visions to disappear; his plea is answered and
the optical vision turns into an auditory vision or direct conversation with
God, consisting of one word in response to his plea: “humility” (humilitas). In
the earlier legend written by Athanasius, the saint acts at a greater distance:
after recognizing in some metal goods the temptations of the devil, “on the
far side of the river he found a desert fort which in the course of time had
become infested with creeping things. There he settled down to live. The
reptiles, as though someone were chasing them, left at once.”10 In our Flem-
ish painting we can see this moment. In the vita Antonii a longer time period
is condensed into a few sentences: “For a long time he persisted in this
practice of asceticism; only twice a year did he receive bread from the house
above.”11 It does not matter whether the house depicted above him is actually
the chamber in which he experienced the vision mentioned earlier (in
chapters 9 and 10) or is simply there to refer to the ascetic way in which
he receives his bread. In Athanasius’s version, the perspective of the reader
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now becomes that of someone overhearing from outside what is happening
inside Saint Anthony’s “shrine-like” home in the desert: “They heard what
sounded like riotous crowds inside making noises, raising a tumult, wailing
piteously and shrieking: ‘Get out of our domain! What business have you in
the desert? You cannot hold out against our persecution.’”12 The text of the
legend now describes their thoughts about what they hear happening inside,
which is invisible to them. “At ﬁrst those outside thought there were men
ﬁghting with him and that they had entered in by means of ladders.”13
Ladders and men next to the saint who has stopped reading: this is also what
the spectator discovers in the Flemish painting, so we see what he sees. As the
legend continues, we see a vision, something that appears to be real, but is
just an illusion, a fornication by the devil: “But as they . . . saw no one, they
realized that demons were involved.” Anthony explains to the fearful ques-
tioners that “it is only against the timid . . . that the demons conjure up spec-
ters.”14 This is the moment that Voragine or his forerunners have taken up
and modiﬁed in such a way that, in playing with a conﬂation of Athanasius’s
vita Antonii and the reader’s moment of perception, they seem to merge in
the moment of perception, of experiencing the illusion of the ﬁction. This is
also the moment that the painter has picked up, by opening up the fold in
the ground. He allows us virtually to climb the ladder into the locked-up
residence and see the origins of what is described as hidden from the visitors
to the hermit’s residence. The beholder can unfold the layers of the painting,
as though stepping from one layer of the image to the next or from one level of
imagination to the next. Presence is generated through references to the
imaginary nature of what is there to be seen, while the absence of the Lord,
of the real, guided only by the dialogue with the spirit (with its echo in the
illusion of painting, the split between picture and image), is an absence that
turns into presence.
Our second gaze upon the panel from Brussels puts us in a situation
similar to Anthony’s. We can no longer differentiate between represented
nature and imagined reality in the picture; that is to say, between the various
images to which the picture (the painting) refers.15 Continuing the close
reading of the painting in Brussels, the following thing happens: our gaze
is split. We see what Anthony, deeply immersed in meditating, sees with his
inner and outer eye. We are, like him, unable to differentiate between the
degrees of ﬁctionality in the picture. In the act of reading it, we become
witnesses to his vision.16 In this way, the beholder remains unsettled, observ-
ing with a split regard.
Every picture is an assemblage of a variety of images related to that partic-
ular picture.17 As Louis Marin has put it, “Every representation, every sign or
representational process, includes a dual dimension—a reﬂexive dimension,
presenting oneself; a transitive dimension, representing something—a dual
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effect—the subject effect and the object effect.”18 As in the Latin imago (an
imitation, copy, image, representation, likeness, statue, bust, picture), and
bearing most of the notions of the ancient Greek eikon, the English image can
include mental imaginings, memories, ideas, or concepts. These notions
describe the manifold nature of imaginary references made in, on, or by the
actual picture (the tabula, the statua, the icona, or, in short, the visual object).19
The traditional opposition between the immaterial and material aspects of an
image has been reinforced in visual studies by critics such as James Elkins and
W. J. T. Mitchell, who have associated the immaterial with image and the
physical pictorial object with picture.20 The notion of an essential twofoldness
of pictures and images—oscillating between representation and material,
between different modes of representation and their reception—though rel-
evant, seems to impede the theoretical study of the reception of images and
their audience. This is the case because scholars tend to align the immaterial
and conceptual aspects with theory, setting aside the perception and reception
of an artwork, its material and its actual making, as belonging to the realm of
(nontheoretical) practice.
While neither the dichotomy regarding the origin of the power of images
nor the opposition between the artist’s original ideas and thoughts and the
actual viewer’s response can be easily dissolved, they can—as Bruno Latour
has suggested—be sidestepped.21 In offering a theoretical analysis of how
pictures refer to a multiplicity of images, I want to shed light on essential
changes in the composition of a picture or, to be more precise, to focus on
how the references to a variety of images in the same picture are resolved via
thresholds—sometimes overly obvious, sometimes almost invisible—within
the image.22 I would like to argue, however, that this modern opposition
overshadows the premodern conditions that provided the grounds by
which Renaissance and early modern paintings preserve medieval pictorial
and imaginary traditions associated with panels that were looked at in
religious contexts, for example, as part of a religious ceremony, as an
element in an altar, or as part of an individual devotional practice involving
a small Andachtsbild (devotional image). Michael Baxandall has described
how late Gothic altarpieces, often set apart from the main church in their
own individual chapels, acted as “self-contained centers of spiritual conso-
lation.”23 In what follows I show how this afterlife, the end of a long pictorial
tradition of painting visions, was an end and at the same time a beginning.
Large altarpieces, and the transformations they underwent during the
Reformation (consequences of a vivid cultural exchange with the south,
along with the growing conﬁdence and self-esteem of northern Renais-
sance artists) are well studied, but the early stages of these transforma-
tions, the smaller-format paintings, and especially the continuities in the
medieval tradition, have received less attention. Then what actually are the
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paintings that closely relate to the painting in Brussels in genre, iconog-
raphy, and “style”?
We do not know by whom, where, or when exactly the tiny panel shown in
ﬁgure 1 was painted, though today it is preserved in Brussels. Stylistic and
iconographic comparisons with paintings by Joachim Patinir (ﬁg. 6) and
Hieronymus Bosch (ﬁgs. 7, 8, and 9) lead to the presumption that the Brus-
sels painting stems from the second quarter of the sixteenth century, prob-
ably from a southern Flemish painter. It was probably produced for the rising
market for small tableaus with a somewhat religious tone.24 As Larry Silver
has pointed out (speaking of Patinir), “Origins are notoriously difﬁcult to
pinpoint. When does a painting of a saint in a landscape become a painting
of a landscape with a saint?”25 The small painting indeed shows a close
familiarity to the works of Patinir, and demonstrates as well a certain afﬁnity
to Bosch’s play with the ﬁction of realism through the insertion of marvelous
creatures in landscape or genre scenes.26
To elucidate the innovative moment of this particular Flemish painting
(ﬁg. 1), which contributes to its ambiguity, it will be helpful to indulge in
a brief overview of the iconographic traditions typically followed by painters
for the Temptation of Saint Anthony. As a hermit, Anthony is usually
depicted in the habit of a monk. His attribute is a pig, a symbol of gluttony
and reference to the fact that, to support their charities, the Hospitallers of
Saint Anthony, a medieval monastic order, raised pigs, which were then
slaughtered and distributed to the poor. Looking at the tiny painting in
Brussels, we do not see the scene of erotic temptation shown in Niklaus
Manuel’s Temptation of St. Anthony, now in Cologne, nor can we discover any
plague spots or signs of the suppurating Saint Anthony’s ﬁre on the saint’s
body. A painting by Matthias Grünewald shows Paul visiting Anthony during
an encounter described by Jerome in the Vita Sancti Pauli (ﬁg. 10). In the
painting in Brussels, however, no second hermit is shown, nor any burning
monastery, nor a hermit’s refuge. What we see is a farmhouse whose chimney
is spitting sparks and the closest tree apparently dying from an internal ﬁre.
None of the visible fabulous creatures are concerned with Anthony: none of
them are threatening him, nibbling at him, or badgering him in any imme-
diate way. The man below the bridge is not entering the names of the blessed
ones on a list, which is the occupation of a group of three men in the triptych
of Saint Anthony in Lisbon by Hieronymus Bosch (ﬁg. 8).27 Nor do we see
Anthony carried up into the air, as he is in that triptych.
However, the temptations of Anthony by Bosch and Grünewald are them-
selves also not particularly conventional in how they represent the story.
As Larry Silver has shown, this breaking with convention was clearly perceived
by their contemporaries. His observation is based on the remarks of José de
Sigüenza, who wrote in his history of the order of Saint Jerome in 1605:
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figure 6. Joachim Patinir, St. Anthony, ca. 1515, 155 × 173 cm. © Museo Nacional
del Prado, Madrid.
figure 7. Hieronymus Bosch
or follower, St. Anthony, 1500–25, 70 ×
51 cm. © Museo Nacional del Prado,
Madrid.
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figure 8. Hieronymus Bosch, Temptation of St. Anthony, 1501 or later, 131 × 119/238
cm, inner panels. Direção-Geral do Património Cultural/Archuivo e Documentação
Fotográﬁca, Museu Nacional de Arte Antigua, Lisbon.
figure 9. Follower of
Hieronymus Bosch, The
Temptation of St. Anthony, after
1525, 26 × 19.4 cm. National
Gallery of Canada, Ottawa.
Photo: © National Gallery of
Canada.
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The difference between the paintings of this man [Bosch] and those of others is the
following: The others want to paint humans like they appear seen from outside. Only
he possesses the courage to paint them as they are internally.28
How Bosch achieves this is described as follows:
He [Anthony] is surrounded by countless fantasies and monsters, which the enemy
creates to confuse the pious soul and its steadfast love, to trouble and to disturb. For
this purpose he conjures animals, ﬁerce chimeras, monsters, conﬂagrations, images
of death, cries, menaces, vipers, lions, dragons, and horrible birds of so many kinds
that one has to admire his ability to give shape to so many ideas. And all this he did to
prove that a soul which is carried by the mercy of God, and elevated by his hand to
a kind of saint-like life, cannot be led astray from the goal—even if the devil is
depicting, in fantasy and for the outer and inner eye, that which can provoke laugh-
ter or lead to jesting or anger or other unbridled passions.29
Sigüenza is already conﬂating the beholder’s perceptions with Anthony’s
own as shown in the painting by Bosch. This brief overview of earlier depictions
has shown that, in most cases, older pictures showing this subject followed
Athanasius’s vita Antonii pretty closely, showing the saint sitting in the desert
in a kind of cave, surrounded bymenacing creatures. According to Athanasius,
Saint Anthony faints after an attack by the devil and is carried to his house by
figure 10. Matthias Neidhart
(Grünewald), Temptation of
St. Anthony, inner wing of Isenheim
altarpiece, 1512–16. © Musée
Unterlinden, Colmar.
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a friend. After regaining consciousness he returns to the grotto to ﬁght the
devilish illusions. None of the ferocious creatures, in the shapes of lions, bears,
leopards, bulls, wolves, scorpions, or serpents, does him any harm. The Golden
Legend embellishes this episode further by having the devil return in the shape
of animals that attack the saint with their horns, claws, teeth, and nails. This
moment is shown spectacularly by Bernardino Parenzano in his 1494 painting
(ﬁg. 11).30 Parenzano ﬁlls the tableau’s stage with a vision of the cruelest detail;
however, the beholder is set apart by the earth’s opening crust (at the bottom
edge)—the whole scene appears like a vision staged on a relatively ﬂat fore-
ground. Only the gaze of the saint seems to pierce the devilish creatures’ layer,
and while Anthony’s dwindling physical forces merge him with this layer,
another layer is formed by the appearance of the cross lighting up a dark cave
and the gaze itself. From the left background ﬁve men dressed in black robes
gesticulate toward the scene in the foreground. While the red gloom of the sky
in the background could be read as sunset, this cannot be the case in the
foreground. The reddish glow here seems to point to hell’s ﬁre, and the little
ruddydevils on theright,movingbetween theback- and foregroundand leaving
a traceof sparks, especially enhance the visionary characterof thewholepicture.
Here, we look upon a scene where a saint has a vision and is saved by a second
visionary appearance—Christ on the cross.
figure 11. Bernardino Parenzano, Temptation of St. Anthony, 1494, 46.4 × 58.2 cm.
Galleria Doria Pamphili, Rome.
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Having a Vision:
Painting and Perception
Looking at Anthony in the Flemish painting in Brussels, we per-
ceive his vision; step by step, as beholders we experience what Anthony sees.
To achieve this effect the painter relies on the initial coherence of the ﬁrst
impression, which is supported by the allegorical mode that links all contra-
dicting details, all references to devilish appearances. What then is the sig-
niﬁcance of the difference between Parenzano’s two visions and the
beholder’s view of what the Flemish Anthony sees? For the depiction of
visions and the representation of visions, medieval painters had rather clear
conventions, as is evident in the Mass of Saint Gregory from the Master of the
Saint Bartholomew Altarpiece (ﬁg. 12) and in a vision of Saint Benedict by
Hans Schäufelein (ﬁg. 13).31 For Gregory, the threshold between this world
and the next is dissolved in the gaze toward the altar; history (the history of
salvation) and present time permeate each other, and the transformed host,
the body, is becoming an image, coming alive. In the case of Benedict, this
threshold is clearly circumscribed. The saint looks into a circle with a clear
contour, as though looking into a fortune-teller’s crystal ball, and sees the
world in a nighttime vision, in the light of the creator: “The whole world,
gathered together, as it were, under one beam of the sun, was presented
before his eyes.”32 Here the split between different layers of pictorial reality,
between allegorical and mimetic representation, is made evident.33 Generally
in representations of visions this split can be signaled by a clearly drawn line
or by clouds bridging the vision and the reality of the visionary. This line, this
limit between the layers of reality, can also be invisible, emphasizing the
effect of visions in blurring the layers of reality and ﬁction, in creating the
inability to distinguish between imaginary and real worlds. But these different
modes of representation can be merged through painterly mimesis or in the
act of their perception by the beholder.
Historically, medieval artists have employed (roughly speaking) twomodes
of representation: either what I will call a “horizontal split,” between the
beholder and the work of art, or what I will call a “vertical split,” a split within
the representation itself. In the ﬁrst mode, the visible artifact appears as
a coherent representation of an imaginary world, and the perception of that
world is intended to allow the beholder to cross a threshold into it, into
another reality. The second mode refers to images that combine clearly visible
multiple realities, which sometimes (but not always) bridge different layers of
time. The gaze of Gregory into another reality, transgressing the limits of time
and space, represents the iconographical conventions for showing that the
samepicture combines two realities, the two realities involved inhaving a vision.
By representing the boundaries between the depicted reality of a picture and
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the imagined reality of images related to the depicted scene, their coex-
istence becomes evident through the very fact of their conﬂation.
This split recalls and puts pictorial emphasis on the internal experience
of Saint Anthony. As Michael Taussig writes, “The hermit, notes Callois, wants
to split himself thoroughly, to be in everything, to immerse himself in matter,
to be matter.”34 Two paintings of Anthony from the Gemäldegalerie in Berlin,
also dating from the ﬁrst half of the sixteenth century, show this vertical split
quite clearly (ﬁgs. 14 and 15). In both cases the split is perceived by the
figure 12. Attributed to the Master of the
Saint Bartholomew Altarpiece, Mass of
St. Gregory, 1500–05, 28 × 19.5 cm.
© Bischöﬂiches Dom- und
Diözesanmuseum, Trier, inv. no. 64.
figure 13. Hans Schäufelein,
St. Benedict’s vision of the universe, pen and
ink, c.1505. © Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Preussischer Kulturbesitz,
Kupferstichkabinett, Berlin.
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beholder dividing the scene into a “normal” and a “fantastical” realm based
on the appearance of the imaginary creatures born out of the mind of Saint
Anthony and populating the scene like cattle on the plains. In both cases we
encounter the house in ﬂames, still small in the tiny panel by the Bosch
follower (ﬁg. 14), and grown to a serious ﬁre blast in the painting by Jan
Wellens de Cock (ﬁg. 15). Especially in ﬁgure 14, all the fantastical crea-
tures, the ﬁre, and the threat of evil is happening within sight of Anthony,
who is focused on the book in his hands, ﬁrm in his belief, knowing he
cannot trust his eyes. Were he to look up, he would see that the part of the
landscape within his visible radius, that is, the areas not blocked by the huge
rock or the trees, are populated by devilish forces. In this composition, the
vertical split is made evident for the beholder through the divide between
a world ﬁlled with monsters, devils, creatures, and dangers and a world
ﬁlled with peace, silence, and beauty—the latter, however, being beyond
Anthony’s sight. Reindert Falkenburg has compared the coexistence of
equally relevant “visions” in one picture with diplopia, double vision—that
is, the simultaneous perception of two images referring to the same object.35
Furthermore, in shedding light on the sensory perception elicited by late
medieval Andachtsbilder, especially given the context of mysticism, he has
underscored the “twofold function of the painting both calling the viewer
to prayer and meditation.”36 Martin Büchsel has pointed out that, in con-
trast to the reading of perspectival projection, the reading of images of
visions implies a beholder that is accustomed to reading such iconograph-
ical projections. Reading such a picture does not rely solely on interpreta-
tion but also depends on the anticipation of perception utilized by painters
as part of the composition (for example, by Jan van Eyck in the Rolin
Madonna), which in turn contributes to the visual experience. A beholder
accustomed to devotional practice and familiar with Christian iconograph-
ical traditions will see a vision or, better, in looking at the picture, will have
a vision.37 In order to read the painting successfully, the beholder must
operate within two different layers of reality, the same layers that are con-
ﬂated in our Flemish painting.
The allegorical mode of artfully conﬂating references related to the same
picture has a lasting importance and is of signiﬁcant concern in the consid-
eration of the Renaissance concept of an artwork (if such a coherent concept
exists). This becomes evident if we travel back half a century from the Brus-
sels painting to Nicolaus Cusanus’s famous treatise De visione Dei, written in
1453 to the monks of Tegernsee, and compare it to slightly later altar paint-
ings showing the wall-encompassed Paradise. Cusanus describes his imagi-
nary position as being at once outside the walls of Paradise, within the walls,
and within Paradise itself. At the same time, he addresses the visionary expe-
rience and its impact on his perception:
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While I imagine a Creator creating, I am still on this side of the wall of Paradise! While
I imagine a Creator as creatable, I have not yet entered, but I am in the wall. But when
I behold Thee as Absolute Inﬁnity, to whom is beﬁtting neither the name of creating
Creator nor of creatable Creator—then indeed I begin to behold Thee unveiled and to
enter into the garden of Delights!38 (My emphasis.)
Cusanus is elaborating on different abilities to see—on the fact that after the
Fall, mankind has lost the ability to truly see, humans can no longer see God,
figure 14. Follower of Hieronymus Bosch,
St. Anthony, oil painting, ﬁrst half of the
sixteenth century, Gemäldegalerie, Berlin.
© Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin/
Gemäldegalerie, Sammlung Museen, Berlin/
Jörg P. Anders.
figure 15.
Attributed to Jan
Wellens de Cock,
St. Anthony, oil
painting, before
1527, 33.5 × 47 cm.
National Museum,
Warsaw.
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and in general every act of seeing is merely a blurred version of reality, which
humans will be able to perceive truly only after the Last Judgment. Only then
will the blurred image become clear, like the blurred image in the mirror of 1
Corinthians 13:12. Looking at an artwork made in the second half of the
ﬁfteenth century (with Cusanus’s words in mind) may illustrate the declining
genre of the altarpiece—an object designed to be opened, with a visible ver-
tical split, divided into multiple panels that make up a single scene (ﬁg. 16).
This mode of representation was coming to an end at the beginning of the
sixteenth century, by which time a panel was no longer an altar. The two wings
were probably once the outer panels of an altar, showing again a garden, the
walled paradise, in front of a larger landscape, when the altar was closed.
Where the twowings touch each other at the center is where the act of opening
would reveal another picture behind, what would have been the central altar
panel.However, thepainter elegantly plays with themind-opening experience
of imagination upon both wings. The doors are open for the beholder follow-
ingMary carryingChrist with her left arm, and they are shut for AdamandEve,
who are being evicted fromParadise after having eaten from the apple, ignited
by the promise of knowing, seeing, and desiring each other. The Hebrew עדי
(knowing, Jod-Dalet-Ajin) is the expression by which the serpent describes
what will happen if Adam and Eve eat from the apple (Gen. 3:5). The term’s
multiple meanings can describe cognition in both a visual and an epistemo-
logical sense, but it can also refer to a sexual dimension, of begetting or
becoming pregnant.39 In the outer wings of the altar, the end is the beginning.
Mary and Christ entering the Heavenly Paradise are shown at the left, and the
beginning (the eviction from Paradise) is depicted at the right. The painting
combines different levels of time (Old Testament/NewTestament) and space
(Paradise/Heaven) that cannot be resolved by a logical mode of reading, but
only through various acts of imagination. The whole picture is divided in two
parts, opened up along the actual split of the two panels. This actual threshold
is touched only by the feathers of the two acting angels: one sitting in the green
grass and playing the harp for Mary and Christ on the left, one standing and
swinging his sword to shut the doors until the last of days. The encounter of the
two epochs, of the Old and the New Testament, as well as of the two events,
promise and condemnation, runs along the division of the two wings of the
altarpiece, which would have been closed during the week.
The two panels do not produce a coherent “picture.” Here, unlike the
Flemish painting, the thresholds impeding such a coherence are manifold
and evident: in the way the walls of Paradise refer to more than one moment
and event, in the fact that the painting is split over two panels, in the inver-
sion of the narrative, and in the uncertainty of whether the angels are the same
ﬁgure appearing twice or are two different angels. The various images that
might arise in the mind of the viewer do not necessarily involve both panels;
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the assemblage of images can only be linked through allegory.40 At the same
time, the images are not pictures in the picture, nor do they rely on amimetic
framework, perhaps the most common way of demonstrating the meeting of
the pictorial realities that represent a visionary experience (a supernatural
appearance that enters the “reality” of the depicted scene). For the modern
viewer, the open lines of rupture in pictorial illusion in the panels from
Karlsruhe contrast sharply with the Flemish painting, whichmakes an impres-
sive effort to level out all possible ruptures in the illusion at ﬁrst glance.41
Only a third mode of representation, mentioned earlier, can provide access
to other layers of the painting for a viewer who looks more than just brieﬂy:
the conﬂation, in the act of imagination, of the assemblages of images to
which the picture refers. Tracing the allegorical mode of representation or
the visionary mode of its perception from its medieval origin to its impact on
later developments in the intrinsic relationship between images and pictures
provides us with a better understanding of how mimesis works—the mimesis
of reality in the painting is achieved through the merging of the thresholds
and conﬂation of all images and layers of meaning to which the same picture
can refer.
In the case of our Flemish hermit we see a picture of an illusion. But it is
represented from the point of view of the visionary or saint betrayed by the
devil, despite the fact that the devil is shown too (ﬁg. 1). We see both Saint
figure 16. French or German Master (?), Two wings from an altar: Mary and
Christ entering Paradise(right) and expulsion from Paradise (left), ca. 1450, 102 
90.5 cm. © Kunsthalle, Karlsruhe, inv. no. 2234.
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Anthony and the fantasies that emerge from his mind.42 Our gaze is split,
through the conﬂation of Anthony’s suspicion regarding his own perception
(he does not believe in what he is seeing) and our own perception of the
picture and the related images. Our imagination conﬂates the split gaze, the
different layers of meaning and, by doing so, constitutes a mimetic represen-
tation. We see what the reader in the picture sees when he looks up from his
book. When we look at the painting, we are looking upon his reality but also
from within his reality. We see from Anthony’s point of view (seeing demons
and their destructive work), and we see the saint himself. The particularity of
the Brussels painting is that the discovery of the subtle transition from quo-
tidian reality to fantasy and imagination is predetermined for the beholder of
the painting, inherent in how the painting is made. Similarly Bosch, as Joseph
Koerner has pointed out, “allies his own imagination, as a mind capable of
picturing the impossible, with demonic mimesis. . . .Bosch brings artistic and
diabolical imitation into an uneasy proximity. . . .Bosch paints and draws
devilry in such a way as to make viewers uncertain about what they see.”43
Painters of that particular region seem to have had a particular interest in this
threshold between various pictorial realities.
In the moment when the picture turns into a painted vision, the polyva-
lence of medieval paintings is resolved. In medieval pictures, multiple real-
ities are depicted in the same picture; when these ruptures or ﬁssures of
parallel realities are excluded, the picture becomes early modern and refers
instead to multiple images (what is seen by the beholder, not actual reali-
ties).44 In the early modern work, the vision turns into a picture of a land-
scape, the imagined space into the space of art. The eyewitness turns into the
beholder, becoming a witness to another world, the world beyond the thresh-
old of the depicted reality. The painting addresses both these audiences.
The tiny Flemish painting by an unknown artist at the beginning of the
sixteenth century represents the end of a development that has yet to be
described and analyzed in full detail. This essay has been an attempt to
contribute to that analysis and to inspire a deeper consideration of both
continuities and changes that were occurring in painting around 1500. As
a reﬂection on the phenomenology of close looking, a critical discussion of
the theories of pictorial depiction operative in current art history, a claim
about the Nachleben (afterlife) of medieval spirituality, a theory of medieval
composition, and a historicist account of a single work, the essay points to
problems with our current view of the historical account of representation. In
looking closer at the changes around 1500, we begin to see an important
moment in the history of a larger development, one that I would like to suggest
was triggered by the opposition between picture and images, objects and
imagination. I propose a middle path, and a third mode of representation,
one that conﬂates an assemblage of the images to which pictures can refer;
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connects different layers of meaning in doing so; and generates, last but not
least, presence through absence.45
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